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What's New in the Norton Save Restore?
Norton Save & Restore is a straightforward and easy-to-use application that provides advanced backup and
recovery tools for your personal documents and your computer. The application comes with a user-friendly
interface and provides you with great functionality when it needs to restore lost or damaged files, recover your
entire computer or simply optimize backup disk space. When it is used for the first time, Norton Save &
Restore will automatically determine a valid destination to put your recovered files in. Still, if you have an
external drive connected to your computer, such as a USB drive, just make sure it is turned on. After scanning
your entire system, the application will recommend the best suited backup strategies. Then, the recovery points
will be created into the specified destination folder so you can rest assured that your computer is protected.
Because of its well-organized menus and tabs, you can easily preview the status for each backup process and
select the task that you need most. You have the possibility to create a one-time independent recovery point
without saving the backup job for future use, recover your computer’s state to a specific time and day, as well
as to restore specific files or folders that have been damaged, changed or deleted. Quite interesting is that
Norton Save & Restore enables you to create a new recovery disk and since it provides you with a wizard-like
environment, it can be used by both advanced and novice users. After turning on all storage and network
devices that you want to have available in the recovery environment, you can easily create a new recovery disk.
Moreover, the aforementioned application enables you to schedule backups so you can automatically capture
all the changes as you work at your computer. In case you experience problems with your computer, you can
easily restore a file or an entire drive, as well as to return your computer to a previous state. Using easy-tounderstand wizards and reliable features, Norton Save & Restore makes its job well done and helps you to
quickly backup important files and recover damaged documents effortlessly. Included in this Version : Norton
Save & Restore Pro Key Features : Recover your data. Powerful Backup. Advanced Technology. Automated,
efficient backup. Create backup disks. Perform backups to local or network drives. Restore your backed up
files to your desktop. Create your own recover points. ...Parentage: ‘GHEM01’ is the result of a controlled
cross-pollination made in June of 2009 in Cobbitty, New South Wales, Australia. The female parent is
‘GHEM02’ (unpatented) and the male parent is ‘GHEM03’ (unpatented). ‘GHEM01’ was first selected in
September of 2009 and has been asexually propagated repeatedly by stem cuttings in Cobbitty, New South
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System Requirements:
How to activate the game 1. Go to the "My games and apps" section on your PlayStation Store application. 2.
Search for the latest known release of the game. 3. Click on the install button in the upper right hand corner of
the game title in the search results. 4. Once you have the game installed, it should appear in the "My games and
apps" section of the PlayStation Store. Bugs: Please email or tweet @NeoGambit on Twitter any bugs, issues,
and game progress you
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